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FROM YOUR PR]SIDENT: 

HANGAR E~ 

E.A .. A* CHAPTER 168 
November 1978 

252! Significant in that this is the Membershp total reflected on 
7 November 1978. This is a Chapter all time high which places it in the 
category of being one of the largest in the International E.A.A. Organization. 
As in the pa.st and present~ our cohesive Membership has always advocated safe, 
innovative Custom Built/Restoration aircraft construction, maintenance and 
operation. National recognition Clf this pursuit has indicated this is being 
accomplished. 

rour current 1978 Officers have received much satisfaction in your expressed 
indication of a job well done. The election of your 1979 Officers during the 
past October Meeting res1.u:ted in a considered selection of a dedicated group 
of members. To accomplish a.n orderly and efficient transition from the 
"Old-To-The-New" Officers, th@ Chapter needs a continued E.A.A. Spirit of 
individual member immediate response and cooperation in: 

1. MEMBERSHIP RENEWAL - Be sure and fill out Form together with 
Remittance. Revised Form is required for 
Membership Roster a.nd 1979 Year monthly 
Mailing Labels for HANGAR ECHOES 

2. F.ANGAR ECHOES Advertiser Copy, Renewal and Remittance 
Due by l December 1978 

3. ANNUAL CHAPTER DECEMBER - Reservations and Renli ttance Due on or 
DINNER MEEI'ING before 28 November 1978 

4. FUTURE MEETING -
CRITIQUE FORM 

Fill out a.nd mail with your Renewal Form. 
This Survey will also be conducted during 
the 28 November 1978 Meeting 

"DO IT TODt.>.Y" IT WOULD BE MOST HELPFUL AND APPRECIATED 

This issue of HANGAR ECHOES continues to be large in content. Its information 
and news should provide for an evening of reading enjoyment, thanks to Dick 
Cavin our long time Editor. 

As a supplement to the plarmed November Meeting Program, a 28 minute run time 
Film will be shown* "PLANE SENSE'' presents Tips on how to Buy, Maintain a.nd 
Operate a used General Aviation Aircraft. 

PLAN ON ATTENDING OUR NOVEMBER MEEI'ING, TUESDAY, 28 NOV. 1978 

FOR A TAKEOFF AT 07:30 PM. TrlE USUAL PLACE: SKYLINE RECREATION 

CENTER, CHURCH STREET AND WHITE ROCK TRAIL. BRING YOUR WIFE 

AND GUESTS - THEY ARE ALWA. YS WELCOME. 

Hope to see you there, 

Charles Penry 



EVENT: EAA CHAPTER 168's CHRISTMAS PARTY 
DATE: December 5, 1978 -Tuesday (Note that 

PLACE: 
TIME: 
COST: 

date has been revised) 
Willow Bend Polo Club 
Cocktails 6:30 Dinner 7:30 
$10.00 per person (Cocktails extra) 

MEETING: Will be highlighted by one of our 
own member's recount of his trip 
around the world in a Bonanza. 

NAME:____________ __. ... .. DD CHICKS PAYABLE 'l'Oa 
# OF" PEOPLE ATTENDING: ___ _ ___ .. __ . -B-.A.A.- aHA.Pl'ER 168 
MAIL TO: Laura Jac.kson 

15918 Windy Meadow Drive J1AR1C l"ORs 
Dallas, Texas 75248 1Q78 ANNUAL DINNER 

RESERVATIONS KOTLINE: (Deadline for reifrer-
vations- November 28, 1978) 

Call: Laura Jackson -Home 661-1502 
Office 948-7811 

Peggy way 827-2357 

III 

-



N6RTH DlLI,AS CHAP:rER ?. 66 - EXPERDIE'ffl'AL AIRCRAFT ASSOCIATION 

1979 DKBBRSHIP - RE!mlfAL1 (WES STILL $6.00/YF.AR) 

NAKI IIR• S NAU ---------------- --------------
ADI>RlSS ABFA OODE & PHONE NO. -------------- ---------
CITY STA.TE ZIP OODE 

-------------- ------- ~--,---,-~=~--NAT IO NALE.A.A. JIFJIBERSHIP 
AIRCRAFT PROJECT - HA.VB PLUS: tit/V\lfPLlll'E NUllBER -----~~ -- : _______ _ 
AIRCRAFT PROJECT - RESTORATION ___________ --J COMPLlll'E ------
OTHER AIRCRil'r - JWCE IIODEL uJL ---------- ______ n,r ________ _ 

DUES PAID ON CHECK t«:> CASH -------------- ------- -------
~: ALL 01' THI AOOVE l)ffl)RKATIO.I IS REQUIRED TO 00:MPILJ: AND PUBLISH THE JmlBl!:RSHIP 

ROS?FJl. A. PROIIPT RENEWAL BEFORE 31 DECDIBER 1978 WILL BE J.fOS'? HELPFUL I.I THI 
PREPARATION 01' TD KAIL LABFUJ ~IRED FOR THE 1979 IIAILIIG OP' HA.mAR ECHOES 

IIAD CHECICS P.l.YABLB '1'01 E.A.J.. CHAPrER 168 - MARK FOR: 1979 WIS 

MAIL 'ros Richard M. Johnson, Treasurer, 3815 Weeburn Dr. UNTIL 31 DEC. 19~ 
Dallas, Texas 75229 (Phone: 214/352-1500) 

John C. Crook, Treasurer, 9923 Grove Oaks Blvd. AFT1IR l JAN. 1972 
Dallas, Texas 75217 (Phone: 214/286-6618) 

E.A.A. CHAPTER 168 

MOtfrHLY MEETING PROGRAM MINI CRITIQUE 
Date 

CHAPTER MEFJI'INGS WOULD BE OF MORE VALUE & INTF..REST TO ME IF INFORMATION OR 
DEMONSTRATIONS ON THE FOLLOWING IS PRESENTED: 

CONSTRUCTION 

Wood 
-Sheet Metal 
-Steel Tube 
-Plastic & Fiberglass 
-Doep & Fabric 
-Aircraft Hardware 

Painting 

OTHER: -

CO:Mf•,ENTS ON PAST PROGRAMS: 

SYSTEMS 

Electrical 
-Hydraulics 
-Avionics (Radios) 
-Engines 
-Instrumentation 

IV 

MISCELLANEOUS 

Test Flying 
-Performance Analysis 
-Airplane Design 
-Rotary Wing Aircraft 
-Aviation History 

Flight Techniques 

Signed 



HANGAR ECHOES 
Editor 

DICK CAVIN 
10529 Somerton 
Dallas, Texas 75229 

214/351-4604 

N1.NEM!3ER, 1978 

Today :is October 2 l , one n f t ho8E: per feet ly gorge nus f c\ 11 de\;'~'. 
that we ore am about the re st nf the yenr. Today wcs "Homr, -
bui 1der's Day" at Addison Ann a goodly portion nf Chapter ].(;g's 

mpmb0r!,::hip h,::i.d a rezt1 ly s uper timP • 

.:'\bout hal f of U:e hc\ngar s on the southwFst hangar 1 inc- ,.,t,rc 
oper-N1 up to visitin9 homebuildP.r.s tod;,.v. 

In T.JAD£ MfJ~1Av,11 s hanca.r the:--,1 0nt tn i nspcc~ a 3 day n 1d Hiperhi pe 
project.> with it s vpry uniq 1.1P tubing "fr;:-,n:p" in the prnc0ss of 
pr09ressin0 from its origina.l tack-wc:lderl state to An ;-\lmost 
finishPd, fully we!derl airplane fuselage of grPat strPngth. 

Next door WAS .Jif\l YOUN(-:;'s Fly Bab>'_ all dpck:ed out in th!• purp' p 
and white> of his alrr,a matE'r • 

. Just a.rc)unr-1 the corner was l)AJ..I-~ l3t<t)C)I(~3' JViust.ang II pr.c,jrct 1 - -- -

v•As just gett i ng the finishing touchPs of-thta:~-T--18 wing :: " ii ·-

~echanism, that Dale had adapted to work ~n well on t ~P ·-
As we r•~purted last montr., Dale will bP ab i e tn ch')o~c; -.. . . 

fnlrt5na the wings strRi0ht up ahove (tip tn tip) nr ~ac· 
sic!(:' the fuse1a(Je. The last meth,ld is none via t :, e . - .::. _-: p-c:, 

joint tube th~t is attached tr, the front side of t~e =~-~ ~~ar. 
Thjs r.equir(:? ~ disconnecting all win<:, attach holts 
front a.nd l'."E't:ir spar 1 plus the holt that ties thP ·:-:r.e:- :a-· 'U e 
push-pull tubec; togethrJr that operate thP ai ero s. 
up method rPquires n:mcva1 <>f the: bntt on h > t ..., ... .- .... -:- E' ~c:-on! 
spar fitting and the sing l e atta~h bnlt ~n ~'P ~ Ea" 7~ ~ 

aileron jolnt bolt doesn't restrict f o ~ing ~o -sn't 
r,•CJl!"ire rP.mnval. I've heer trying 
articlE'. for :.:;poi:t Avir1 t:inn s ,1 th2,1 o:-~ ·:i ng s 
._._- .:_11 n nsid.-,r the jncorpc•ratio _ , ; .,,. ::. .. 'J -... . . ec .. a~L r.i i n 

ari ,-.,11s projects. 



A hangar or so east of Dale's they got to take a look at 
FRANK HALE's world girdling Bonanza and a little later we got 
to watch it taxi out and oh and ah at the size of his wing tip 
tanks that give it such fantastic range. You'll get to hear 
all about the remarkable odyssey if you and the missus are on 
deck for our December dinner meeting, as I invited Dr. HO\•JARD 
1.1JISENER to be our guest speaker and he very graciously acceptE,d. 
Frank was going to he there too, but he h;:is a conflicting 
commitment. Howard was a cropduster and instructor pilot hefore 
becoming a captain with Delta and flying with theD 8 years. 1~ 

left Delta to enter medical school and become c\ doctnr. 
Howard has some movie footage of parts of the trip that you'll 

I 

enjoy, too. Perhaps the ground pounding world at large is blase 
about two private pilots climbing into their Ronanza along with 
their co-pi lots to casually f 1 y around the world. 

You'll be entranced to hear of their problems wi.th weather, 
navigation, official red tape, fatigue, etc. and how they werP 
able to cope. Your mouth may get a little dry when you mentally 
put yourself in the seat with them high above an angry, tossing 
North Atlantic ocean, dotted with icebergs. Or the hair on the 
nape of your neck may bristle and your goose bumps pop out in 
profusion when you look over their shoulder as they head out 
over the huge Pacific, to try to hit a tiny island (about the 
size of Love Field) several thousand miles away - a quite <lifferent 
situation than that of aiming for the continent of Europe. I 
well remember my first trip west of Honolulu and my amazement 
(and relief) when that tiny island started painting on the very 
outer edge of the radar scope, even tho' the target never got 
bigger than the head of a pin. 

Frank doesn't have radar in his Bonan?a, but does have one of 
the Ryan "Stormscopes" installed. It displays the really wicked 
part of thunderstorrns as dots of light. Frank told me that in 
the couple or three years he's had it that it has given him 
turbulence-free flying in some pretty rugged looking weather. 

Meanwhile, back on the north taxiway our heroec:; trudged a few 
hangars more to the east and dropped in on the CUTLER's hangar 
where Bob was putting the final touches on the installation nf 
a new set of Cleveland wheels and brakes on the Cutler "Spirit 
of Poverty", their Piper P/\-16. 

There was, back in the rear pr.1.rt of the hangar, a stoope<"l and 
bent little old man feebly sanding on a Varieze fuselage. Sorne 
said he had chained himself to it many years ago after taking a 
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vow not to come out until the Varieze was smooth enough to paint. 
They also said ol' BEN DUARTE had once been a vigorous and 
talented young man in the prime of life before he began this 
''sanding crusade. Some said he'd created a fabulous cockpit, 
with all sorts of miniaturized electronic marvels, hack in his 
pre-sanding days. Tsk. Tsk. 

Over in the other corner of Cutler's hangar was "Bic:1 Red", that 
super Starduster Too, with its mighty engine and big 3 bladed 
constant speed prop, owned by BOB BAKER. Bob showed up latr-,~r 
and climbed aboard Big Red for a few minutes of almost sensual 
pleasure astride his snarling steed. Bob is rpnewing his chapter 
membership next week, too. He still has a BD-5 in his workshop 
and once had an almost ready to fly T-18 project. 

Over on the other side of our hangar the troops descended on 
GORDON GABBERT's hangar, to marvel at his immaculate Fokker D-V~T, 
resplendent in its gleaming, blood red paint. Everyone that 
sees this fabulous showpiece stands a little in awe at this 
replica of one of World War I's most feared fighters, that had 
been painfully constructed piece by piece from raw materials. 

Most of the activity during the day was at our hangar, where we 
weighed my T-18 and DAVE HARDIN's Pitts and .JOHN RUSSELL and 
JOHN CROOK joined forces to help unveil some of the mysteries 
surrounding metal working by demonstrating the various operations 
in forming sheet metal ribs, etc. Several of the members got 
to try their hand at metal forming and one and all were most 
impressed with how easy it was to learn this new craft. 

In the center ring JUI YOUNG did a fiberglass layup in a female 
mo1d of a T-18 wheel pant and again several of the guys got 
their first "hands-on" fiberglass experience. 

Most of the members arrived by car, but JOHN AUSTIN arrived 
mid-morning in his bronze and white T-18 and that qenial aentle---- - -
man, "POP" POPLAWSKI, gave the assembled ones a treat when he 
taxied in with his customized Mooney Mite. Wt~ had hoped 
BOB MILLER arrl his T- 18 wou J d make it over and CLARDY and his 
T-18 would also make it, along with JIM RUSHING and his f\lustana II, 

and BILL STOKES with the family BD-4, but sometimes "the best 
laid plans of mice and men, etc." There are several chapter 
airplanes that are "no radio", so we couldn't get them in, but 
it would have been nice to have all the chapter airplanes on hand. 
Guess we'll have to have a chapter buzz-in at one of the uncon-



trolled airports and then we can have the aerobatic airplanes 
and the ones without radio. Actually, v1hat would be nice 
would be for all the chapter airplanes to fly into one of the 
airports each weekend and each weekend to go to a different 
one around the area. 

One of the chr1.pter photographers, BUD CALLEY, was bush snapping 
pictures of the goings on and got a special thrill when J()}!N 
AUSTIN took him for a T-18 ride at the end of the day. Bud's 
garage is empty now and he is just about to get going on a T-18, 
so he had a special treat. 

J. O. ODLE brought his Wichawk wingtips in for inspection. They 
are quite large, as they not only cover the tip bow area, but 
also pick up the next rib inboard. He was getting opinions as 
to whether or not he sou ld st if fen them with foam inside. ,J .o. 
lives just N.E. of McKinney and as soon as he can get a 
bulldozer in he's going to grade off a 2500 ft. strip on hjs 
place. He has around 2000 ft. now and CHARLEY GRANT has lancle<l 
his Starduster there several times, but his workshop is riqht at 
the end of his present runway, so he's making a slight change 
in direction that will be unobstructed and also add some length. 
He also says his neighbor across the street has 7 Acres for sale 
and that it wouldn't be any trick to taxi across the road. 
Also McKinney's new airport is just a little way down the road. 

We had hoped to show everyone HAP BUCE 1 s Stevens Akro and 
CHARLEY LAMB's Super Akro in their respective hangars, but they 
couldn't be there to host them. Actually Charley was still 
in the hospital and Hap made it out late in the day. BILL KEARNS' 
hangar at the east end of our row wasn't open either and several 
people said they wou1d have liked to see my old RV-4 while they 
were out there~ 

JIM MAYES had his hangar open, too, and we got a look at his 
Clipped Wing Cub. HCYvvARD FITCH I s newly acquired ~lipped Wing Cub 

was across the field at JOE CRAGIN's Riteway Airmotive getting 
a little cosmetic work on it. 

Sever ctl of those there said they had just gotten their newsletter 
that morning and some that live in suburban cities hadn't gotten 
theirs yet. All newsletters were mailed several days prior to 
the hangar party, but there seems to be quite wide variance on 
delivery. 

l~te in the day we got in a short session on matched hole tooling 
and its applications to airplanes other than the T-18 (Zenith, 
PL-4, RV-3, Sonerai, Davis, etc). Some very interesting points 
were brought to light and it was enjoyed by one ann all. 
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On our next session· we hope to expand our "workshops" to 
include welding, woodwork, G9mposite construction techniques, 
ri.vetirilj·~=c1nd TI'laYbe a session ori biplane rigging if we can get 
a suitable subject. 

Channel 8 newscaster JOHN CRISWELL has an EAA biplane project 
and is a new chapter member and he spent several enjoyable hours 
there soaking· up building info. We were 2, lso de lighted to see 
PEGGY WAY back among us after her hospital stay. She's still 
a little shaky, but doing better every 

- ---- -- --- ---- -

The real "stars" of the show were the 3 aircraft scales and 
· related equipment that make up the weight and balance kit that 

our prez, CHARLEY PENRY, put together in such a professional 
manner. It was the first time that many of the group had seen 
the scales in their gleaming red, white, and blue paint scheme • 

. We All owe our sincere appreciation to Charley for putting 
together s11ch a complete kit for weight and balar'CP calculation. 
Char 1e y put .-i-n---sc>ve.ra l-week5-nf_-::w:ork op th is proiect. -- J:t 
startecl_.ottEas 3 battered and mangy.fe~d ano grain scale-s~-~: 1:{9w 
i.i 's a kit, comple,te down to the last ctetail. 

To fully at,pre.cLa,±.e __ -1:he equ-if)ment. a-ml proper pr.ocedure to fo1low 
-- -- -in cf;, no a weight ~nd bal-L1.n.ce,. I! v.e: asked Ch2u· ley t;~ iio a step 

by step exp·lanat ion of the weighing we did on m, T-1 R and 
DA VE HARD lN 's J'i t t 0s-. · --Y,'itt ' 1-1::c f fna· t fre cnmp 1 et e ac-c OU n t at the 
end of our newsletter and T suggest you file both for future 
reference. 

,JIM RUSHING had re-weighed his Mustc\ng TT just a few days before 
our Saturday dog and pony show and DORMAN HINCHLIFFE picked up 
1:he scales and kit late in the day. He's ready to go to the 
airport with his Cassutt, but wanted to do the 1l & B before his 
final inspection. 

'.ve have a very valuable group of tools in nur chapter tool crib 
anJ you should certainly take advanta0e of them at every 
opportunity. It also follows that you should he fully informed 
on their use - and care, if you a:re to fully benefit from them. 
I might point out that they are very_ heavy (the sea.Les) and it 
would be a good idea to have a couple of buddies on hand to 
help you load and unload. 

In my case I wanted to re-weigh the T--18--to estabJ:ish the new 
empty weight and empty C.G., since I had insta1led a 160 hp. 
enginE" and wood prop recFnt ly. (The or i9i nal equi pir:ent was a 
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125 hp. engine and metal prop,) The empty weight went from the 
original 907 lbs. to 927 lbs. The new empty C.G. falls on 20% 
of the M.A.C., which is just about perfect. Now if I should 
want to hang a 180 and constant speed prop on it some day I'll 
know exactly where to move the battery to balance it out. 

You mi.ght a1so take note of another tek note that we've included 
this month. Some time back Twas discussing the problem 0f 
determining where exactly the C.G. should fall on a biplane. 
That's really a tough nne to solve and I first got into it when 
I was building my Starduster Too. I fnund a great void of 
information vn the subj Pct. 

Actually this point should mnre properly be called the poi~t of 
1 • +- • f h 1 · 1 d · r+ 1 app.1ca,1on n t e resu tant air o~ son a wing. A~ snot 

difficult to determine the M.A.C. {Mean Aerodynamic Center) of 
each wing individually, but to very accurate 1.y find the ~) i ned 
M.A.C. is more involved~ because of differences in span, ch0rd 
decalage, and stagger, that vary from one design to the next. 
ThP effect of interference hetwer~n ai.rfoi ls of the t ')P and lnwer 
wings is also an indeterminate factor. 

:fuat the builder/pilot is interested in is how much C.G. travel 
hr! is a 11 owed from the fu 11 nose heavy condition to the f~1 l l 
tail 1-H-:avy om:c. Due to wing stagger, a hiplane 111ill normally 
have a wider range of C.G. travpl than a monop1.ane, but swet~µ
back and wing planform tapering are employed by the aircraft 
design1::T to <Jain a more acceptable C.G. rancie. This dc-:>vice is 
even used on biplanes, particularly those used for aerobatics 
(i.E). the Ruecker, etc.). 

I know of at least one hornehuilt biplane design that was "Eyeball 
engineered<t (and pretty sloppily so) and it suffe-rs in more than 
one performance department as a result, so if you are r~ientated 
toward building a biplane you might do a little digging into the 
basic design before you jump. You just might want to ase the 
attached material from the FAA Airplane Ain,,11orthinps s sect ion to 
evalllate the design. r\1ith your handy-dandy calcul."\tot· you can 
plug in the various values in the equations and solvR them very 
~dmply. 

Another hangar down the linP. from us conta.ins RAY KJ'RK?ATRICK's 
NA--A4 restoration project. The NA-64 is the predece.:;sor of the 
faJ'll()US AT-6 of i,.v(,.7 II train tng <la:1s. It has a narrower (fixed) 
gear than the AT-6, plus a c0n~iderable numl-nu of other major 
and minor differences, and is indeed a rare bird. Only about 
200 were built. France got about half of that number before the 
Gerrnans overan the country. The rest went to Canada. It's an 
interesting story and we'll. cover it in greater detail later. 
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New chapter member, LEA ABBOTT's hangar is next door to GORDON 
GABBERT's and he hasn't moved the replica Curtiss Pusher he 
bought from his house to the hangar as yet. 

Other hangars in our area house a 
receive copious amount of TLC and 
2,nd DOUG f,'OfJRNIER t:ru ly en joy the 
airplanes in apple pie condition. 
acquired a pair of older Bonanzas 
old bC':auty treatment, too. 

couple of classic Swifts, that 
very li.ttle flying. .TIM CA.RLISLE 
hours they spend keeping their 

,Jim and his brother :recently 
anrl now they're giving them the 

CULLY C1Jl)!J:SLL and his son, l\1ik~.?., also have a hanga.r in the a:tea 
and they keep their twin and the Super Cuh there now. Their 
Steen Skybolt project will be moved ont there one of these 
days, too. 

Anothc:er ra.re bird lives in our area. It's a C:hampi,')n ' 10lympi~" 
and was one of the predecessors of the Ci tabria. series. ( It hi\s 
the round "port hoh~" window behind the rear seat. 

Th:~re' s also a shiny T-34, the Reech "Mentor.'' tr2-i nPr, used by 
the USAF a dr,:cade or so aiJo. We used to have a Grutnr'1'\.n TBf\! 
ancl Sl?veral AT-6s tied down near us, but they've (J')ne off to 
greener pastures. 

Sti 11 another chapter member, BOB KIRK, ke1c-::p~, his Twin Com;:i,m~_l~ 
in our hangar line on the soutl-iwest side of Ad,Jison, so you c"n 
s<?e there is a goodly group of sport aviation people around there. 
CHARLEY F~~EEMAN and LE1.1

} SHAW keep their RV-3 and Stc;phF~ns Akro 

on the other ;::;ioe of thR field. The Pitt~, that DICK SERKLAND 
huilt fnr DAVE HARDTN, also roosts over on the other sidP and 
lii\.ROLD >IT LLE1

~ keeps his beautiful Culver Dart over there, ton. 

I just found out that G.S. and IrZEJ\m CLARDY went t:l ~•leridic1.n, 
;vli.ssissippi in their J'-1~ over the weekend, so that was the 
reason they weren't on rleck. BOB and DOIV\T11Y GEREN missed thP 

partv, toq, as they flew th(~ Howard out to Phoenix for a few 
days of playing golf and a side trip rlnwn to Marana, Arizona 
for the bi9 annu-:, 1 bash of the Ant iciuP.rs, It's always one <;f 
the major fly-ins, so I'm sure they had an crnjoyable week. 
(They were rained out.) 

As the airlines get more and more penple flying these days it 
gets more and more difficult to have a little privat0 are~ with 
elbow room to enjoy the trip and so travel by your own private 
airplanP bf:?comes more: attractive from thAt standpoint. From 
an economic standpoint the airline wins it hands down, of cottrS(~, 
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and for long distances it's hard to beat, but there's a point 
that puts the private airplane 'way out front and that's the 
view. There's simply nothing that compares to watching the 
really breathtaking panorama of the rolling country-side as it 
unreels ahead of you at "low" altitude. The blending nf God's 
creation and man's handiwork as you float thru the ever-changing 
air ocean above is a little like a trip in a glass bottomed 
submarine - except it's hundreds of times more interesting. From 
your vantage point you can learn more about watersheds, erosion 
contr<1l, forestry, soil fertility, annual rainfall, etc. in a 
:few hours than a ground bound farmer could learn in years. The 
same thin0 is true in all the other fields of man's endeavors. 
The true nature and character of towns and cities are perceived 
in mere seconds. You see the big picture of man's pollution of 
his environment, the swarming congestion of big cities, the 
decay of villages and small towns. You see the best and the 
worst of man's efforts and you can clearly see the rideculous 
side of rrH n, too - the results of the politicians bung 1 ing and 
cupidity and the idiocy of man's puny attempts to exalt himself 
over his Creator and braying like a moon struck jackass in the 
process. It's all there in big screen, super-color from your 
front row seat. 

MIKE SWICK's new hangar at Aero Country Airport is finished now, 
so you'll be seeing some numbers of the exotic aerobatic air
craft types around there from now on. You'll also be seeing 
some homes pop up on the adjacent property to the west before 
long, too. One is already up now. 

MERLIN and VERLA SHIPPEY just bought a homesite ranchette on an 
aero ranch development 4 miles west of SangPr. Th8y have a 
fine turf runway, 3000 ft. long, that's well drained and 1.ighted, 
and there's a nice lake there, too. Several people have already 
built hangar/homes there and the Shippeys are looking at building 
there in about a year. 

Sometimes things creep up on us so gradually that we aren't 
aware of their presence until they've been there awhile. Such 
is the case of the airpark type of airstrip/homesite developmPnt, 
with clusters of combination homes/hangars in close proximity 
to a runway. The Metroplex is being slowly ringed with thesP 
examples of modern living at its best and the story is being 
repeated in many other cities around the nation. A number of 
factors, other than boundless enthusiasm for flying, have con
tributed to the proliferation of these developments. The joys 
of country living much closer to nature are innate in most of us, 
while the crowding of big cities stifles us and gives us a 
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thirst for elbow room. The suburban home now offers all the 
modern conveniences and creature comforts of city living (plus 
availability of cable TV). Modern all weather roads to shopping 
centers add a dimension of flexibility that is less nerve
wracking than crowded city streets an<l parking lots. Gone are 
the onerous taxes levied to support swollen city budgets, alonD 
with skyrocketing land values for city real estate. Children 
can have room to play in a park-like atmosphere, without heing 
run down by some hopped up junkie, and can grow up in a much 
more wholesome environment. 

ThG crowding of airports, the hac:;sle of flying out of tmver 
controlled airports, the lack of hangar space (and snaring ~nst 
when available), the lessened safety of operation out of 
building-ringed airports, in addition to the considerable 
distance and travel time to the nearest city airport, all con
tribute to a burning desire for a completely different fr~me
work of surroundings to taste of the true inys of flying and 
living, where all aspects of daily living are truly pleasurable. 

It's a place to step out and marvel at the heauty of a big sky, 
the beauty of the view in all directions as far as the eye can 
see, where the air is truly fresh and scented with the aroma 
of fields and windflowers, rather than the strangling mixture of 
smog, carbon monoxide, automobile exhaust, cigarette smokl-:, and 
industrial smoke and pollutants that we accept for breathing 
purposes. 

It's a place where the homeowner can step out of his house, right 
into his airplane, and make a 15 minuti-:: sightseeing flight when 
he comes home from a day at the office. Or -it's a place where 
they can have a garden, or hit a few golf shots, or w~tch the 
nesting antics of a meadowlark mother and her young. 

Such is the lure of a new style of living on the Am8rican scene. 
vJp'1l see more and more of it. 

A new one is now in the formative stage and it will be located 
about 5 miles east of Shiloh airport and about 4 miles south 
of Wylie. Roughly, on the northeast side of Garland, in othc->r 
words. We'll report on this later as it progresse~. 

A little different set-up is now a fact over at EDNA GARDNER 
l/JHYTE's Aero Valley Airport at Roanoke. A row of condimenium 
hangars have been built on the east side of the runway. These 
have a11 been sold (fee simple) except one. JIM PAIGE, an 
American pilot came by the other day to pick up some metal for 
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his Starduster Too cowling. Jim's 'Too was one of the six that 
came out of Warren Tilman's jig up at Denton about 10 years ago. 
It laid idle until about a year ago, but now it's nearly ready 
to cover and Jim will soon move it out to the hangar he bought 
at Aero Valley. 

GUY JOE SMITH's "Too was one of these original 6. CARL ROWLAJ\JD's 
Too project is being finished up by his son STTJART. EARL 
DOUGLASS flew his a couple of years back an<i still has it, plus 
a Pitts (both at Aero Va] ley ). My old 1Too project will fly any 
day now in Lamc1.r, Mo. It's now owned by KARL LTPSCr)MB, a 
retired TI pi lot. The last of the 6 is a dormant project ownr.:;d 
hy BILL & HELEN PARKER, out at Kitty Hawk. Chapter mPmber 
JOHN SNYDER's 'Too spent some time in Warren's iig, altho' it 
didn t originate there. 

The appearance of RED MOHRISS' Tri Z at OSH, _iust after its 
record breaking non-stop flight across the length of Canada, 
apparently sparked the interest of 2 of our chapter members. 
JIM WARD and JCIJIN REEVES have both received thP.ir p1 ans and ;.1.re 

studying their plans and emus HETNTZ' {~enith) cataloguP. The>' 
are at that stage of indecision on what to build or huy. 
MIKE EILAND says he may sell his Zenith project and huy himself 
a Cher0kee, so if you are contemplating a proiect a Zeni.th ic.; 
a <Jood 'un. BILL KOEPP says 1he lazies have> him too, but hP 
says that one nice thing about letting ,q metal projec1 gPt in 
limbo is that it doesn't rust and the termites won't bother 
1t. Hm-"1-m. Incidentally, the Zenair newsletter says that 
RED MORRISS wi11 stop in Dallas with his Tri 7✓ on his way to 
the Chi n0 (L.A. ) fly in. 

(We usually use part of several days in the writing of the ne,•.rs
l1c~tter and this se0.ment is being written just r1.fter our Octnher 
111Pet inc_:_1. ) 

7hp 1979 chapter officer elections are history now, very ably 
cnndurted by PETE OHLSON. Pete said each one of thP- officec; 
were very closP, with only nne vote decioing 3 of the 4 
contests. Thrt.t says we really had a great slate of candidates, 
and had the contests gone the other way we would st i 11. have 
had a great slate of new officers. 

In case ynu didn't make the meeting our new slate of officers 
is: Pre sirl ent, Char le s Penry; Vice President, Clarence Way; 
Secretary, J. o. Odle; Treasurer, ,John Crook. Th0sc 4 peop1e 
have a big jnh ahea<:l of them next yi?ar, but thPy will h'.'\ve tn 
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have your help all the way. 168 is now a big chapter and there 
are a lot of things to be done. If a lot of you will pitch in, 
it won't be a big burden to anyone. 

One of the really biQ iobs each year is that of typing up our 
newsletter. In past years it was usually the wife of one of 
the officers, but at the close of our October meeting one of 
our newer members, ,JAN WAHRER, came forward and volunteP.red 
for the job. ,Jan lives in Plano and works in McKinney. Thanks 
a million, ,Tan. 

Our outgoing officers have done a great inb the past year, 
each and every one. It's heen a team effort all the ~av. It•~ 
been a little hectic getting everything done at times, like 
gettineJ the newsletter out in time. PEGGY CUTLER has done a 
terrific job typing the newsletter, backstopped by PEC.:;GY YOUNG, 
and we sincerely thank all of them. 

Let's don I t forget our Chapter Designee s either. \'J(~ are for -
tunate to have 4 men in that categ0ry that are sharp profession
als, RICH GARDNER, LOU RAINONE, FRANCIS RICHARDSON, and 
CHARLES PE~1<Y. The comin0 year we wi 11 try to have one of the 
designees cover some aspect of homebuilding in a 5 or 10 
minute session. We also plan to have a regular newsletter 
feature of Designee items each month, too. 

FRANCIS brought his Designee Newsletter file by fo:r me to rea<l 
the other day and as I went thru the accident reports on hnm~
builts a couple of significant patterns were very readily 
apparent: A bia pe!'centa.ge of the accidents in hornebuilts 
involved engine failure. Also there were a lot of landing 
accidents, where the pilnt failed to properly control the air
craft on the landing roll, and most wound up on their hack 
after ground looping. 

Th.-,se reports are condensed, preliminary accounts anrl ca11sE,s arc 
only stated ¼hen they are definitely known, hut it becomes very 
obvious that there are a considerablE number of sub-standard 
engines being installed in homebuilts. These reports do not 
l:i st engine fail nres where a no damage landing was made, so 
there were even more fiflures, no doubt. Po~sibly some of these 
failures .'\re related to fuel systems hnt I think the point is 
clear that much closer attention should be focusc<l on engine, 
qua 1 it v. We can only speculate on wh".t thP results ivou ld h0 if 
thp pilots were f1v:in9 at night. A pretty goo<l guess 1•,rnuld be 
that most of them would be dead under those circumstances. 
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One point I hope all of you will take heed of is that engines <lo 
still guit even in this day and time! Also, be aware that for 
every case of engine failure there are probabiy a hundred where 
serious engine malfunction compels an immediate landing. 
(i.e. a sudden loss of oil pressure, rapid rise in oil or 
C.H.T., carburetor malfunction, severe misfirin9 or backfiring 
due to sticking valve or ignition breakdown, s~dden oil nn 
windshield, in-flite smoke or fire, engine control malfunction, 
etc. ) 

T frequently warn some nf my private pilot friends about flyina 
at night, but I can tell by their expressions that th0y arc 
thinking "Just bec;rnse oJ' Dick's hePn fl"ing rnr: 45 ~)r 50 
years, he doesn't knnw everyihinq. And besides, ri,, (~i.d ,~,o~~t 
nf his flying of singlF engines hack in the •3n~ when engine~ 
w0.r-c unreliable." 

t1fr.?ll, al1 nf that is very true, but if yoll will take the tro,1b1e 
tq ;,,;}·:amine FA/\ accident statistics nve:r trH~ pa:::t fc-w yc:•i\rs v,ni 

wi:l finrl that engine stopp~ge is still a very significant 
cau~e of accidents! Furthermore, take a look at the fataJit~ 
rat.E: of ni~3ht <'\Ccidents vs. day accidents. 

In past years T've done a little in~tructing from time 1c1 tine 
and when T frequently c 1cse the throttle ;"nd ca l1 "f n-rced 
·:andin9n, I get very, ~~Joppy and lackadaisical rE-spnnsr:- ."led ~J.~~tvtl.ly 
the cvcus2 that, "2.ngines don't qui.t nowaclay!~••·. T'l1pn '~ when 
T take them up to 3000 1 abrwe a no traffic ,1iq>(11 i: (Uke Kitty 
Hawk) and cut power and demand thE:Y get th"" airplane o;,-:· thP 
grrmnd and stopped. T h;wen't had even a single one r)f them 
Gven hit the rtirpnrt, muc:h less puttinc;:1 it nn the first 20% ,if 
the runwav: 

T put in sev0ral thousand hcm~s irn-;tructin9 hf~fnrP T wf".nt with 
the air 1 j nes and if any of my studen1 s wi t'h ?.O hours c:·)u ldn' t 
hit a power off spot circl,2 of 100 ft. dia. 5 times qui rif 5 1 

he or she got dr i. 1 led rtrxi dr i 1 led until they cou lei. r don't. 
say this to be hrac_:irJing, but rrn1y tn empha!',::i ?e my firm con
victi0n that a piJqt is ponrly trained and far short of pro
ficiency, unless hE can demonstrate his capahi.litv to accuratC'ly 
land tlw· airplane without power. 

T t :.::.ught st urlent s to mentally project a ''keyhole r, from 1.00' 
to 200' high (depending on terrain in the apprnAch) nn the final 
approach and only a short d j stancE=' from the chosen 1 anding sprit. 
Most inexperienred pilots cannot precisely judge their altiturle, 
or projected approach angle, until the landing area is right 
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ahead of them at very low altitude and usually it's too late 
to do much about it. The farther out you make your last turn 
from base to final the greater the chance for error, so the crux 
of this method is to put that "keyhole" (that you go thru 
immediately after completion of the final turn} as close to the 
spot as i~ practical. 

This method demands that a pilot rlo several things precisely 
before arriving at that final 11kcyhole'' turn: First of all he 
must learn the exact angle (below the horizon) of descent he 
must follow from his eye to the spot. A new student can readily 
be? taught to judge this angle by sighting over the same point 
on the airplane each time. On a Cub we used a point near the 
jury strut. This angle represented the maximum distance the 
airplane could glide at its mo-st efficient glide speed and put 
the pilot's eye at the apex of an invisihle 1 invert~d cone 
that needed no reference to an altimeter. Any spot withir 
that cone was reachable for 1 and in<J. 

The student was also taught to mechanically set a proper glide 
angle, by establishing a fixed angle of the wing tip with 
relation to the horizon, establishing zero trim, and then only 
occasional reference to the airspeed indicator. 

The major altitude and track adiustment took place on base leg, 
all the while maintaining strict airspeed control. Tf altitude 
loss w~s required it was done by slipping thP ~irplane, not 
by drifting out from the base leg track unless.absolutely 
necessary. If still high approaching the keyhole, they were 
taught to use a steep slipping turn to dissipate any excess 
altitude. 

Need less to say, the student had bf.~en drilled to prof i.ciency 
on precise glide speed control, forward slips and steep slipping 
turns, and to near perfection on turn entries. 

I also held a ground school on the theory and practice of 
flight befnre any student even began flight training and the 
1:1inimnm passinCJ grade on their final written and or;,1 exam was 
95. This not only saved me thousands of shoutE·d word~ of 
explanation in flite, but also brought students to the point 
thnt they could analyze their own errors fairl~, well. T had 
~Pveral apt pupils that I was able to sol0 in as little as 3 
hours. 

The prevailing tear.hing method at that timP had students make 
their final turn at 500 ft., with the extra altitude as a 
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"cushion" for recovery from an accidentally stalled turn, all 
of which is pure baloney. If a student pi1ot is so poorly 
trained and so inept that he stalls the airplane in a turn, 
he certainly couldn't be expected to recover from a stalled 
turn or spin at 500 ft. with his nose pointed straight at the 
ground, could he? If he doesn't really know what he's doing 
he doesn't have any business being there in the first place. 

We also gave each student at least 2 spin recoveries prior t() 

solo, plus at least 2 spin entries from simulated final gliding 
turns to final, and 2 from climbing turns. 

All of this took place in the government sponsored Civilian 
Pilot Training (CPT) program that provided selected college 
students with free flight training up thru a commercial pilot's 
license and an instructor's rat:ing. It's truly a shame that such 
training isn't available today. How can today's students 
develop landing proficiency when they are #5 to land and 
distracted by a barrage of radin verhiage? Slips and spins are 
no-no's these days and tail wheel training is all but extinct. 
Very little attention is paid to forced landing training, as 
operators want to -foster the idea that the modern airplane is a 
go-anywhere, go-anytime flying automobile. No doubt this 
philosophy makes a certain arnnunt of sense from a pnrely 
~usiness standpoint an<l if dollars are more important than 
i.1:tegrity. h1ho cares if a few hundred "stupid" pilots di.e 
each year. Those dumb passengers with them oughta had better 
sense than to get in those "little" airplanes in the first 
pla.ce anyway, shouldn't they? 

I'm sure that many instructors in this day and timp would reiect 
my methods as not workable in today's "system" and indeed they 
might be right, but to my knowledge to this <lay no former 
student of mine has ever had any form of aircraft accident, so 
at least I have that satisfaction. 

Anyway, amigos, before you pick up the mike and te 11 'em "ready 
for tnkenff", take a few seconds to plan atu:.:>ad for possible 
Pngine problems in sever;d segments of the take nff and climb 
and keep the snrprises to a minimum. Thr1.t's a littlP advice 
from an "old-fogie" pi lot. 

Saturday, October 28: Speaking of friends, I'm very deeply 
grateful to two dear frienos, BOR and PEGGY CTJTLER. Last 
weekend I made a chance remark that one of my unfulfilled 
ambitions was to ride in a blimp. A couple of days later thev 
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called me and rocked me back on my heels by telling me they had 
managed somehow to wangh"-l a rids, fr)r me nn Thursday! 

I could hardly wait until Thursday :rolled around, but my heart 
sank when I saw the weather Thursdav mornl.ng. Low ceilings, 
rain, etc. Sure enough when my scheduled time ro1led around 
it was pour-ing down rain at Addison and the flites were scrubbed. 
DamE~ Fortune smiled aftE:r a1 l and they :re-sche<iuled me for today. 

Today I came out ear1y a;.,d ~,tudied the proceedings c1t close 
range and also asked some questinns of the pilot, who was st~nd
i ng by to take over aft Qr thr~ next landing. He was a very 
pleasant young man in his 20's and tol~ me that Gocrlyear now 
trains all their pilots and that most of the older, service 
trained people were nn~ retired. 

I've always been puzzled as to how a constant-buoyancy airship 
can overcorr-e a state of eq1..d ium and climb, 01 ide and 1and. 
I founcl out that you fly it like 2cn airplane, dependino. on air
flow over the tailplanes and main envelope. I reason0d that 
they wouldn't valve off expensive helium to descend, but I didn't 
accept the idea that a 15 to 20 descent could o\'ercc,me the 
buoyancy for a landing. 

The shape of the nose and 2,.fterbo<ly 1.s the secret. You can 
either get considerable lift (planing action) or the reverse 
for descent, depending on which way you point the nnse. 

l was invited to occupy the copilot's seat and looking over 
the pane 1 I found a lot of things fam :U iar to me. They hail all 
the standar~ engine instruments plus some of the standard 
flight instruments (cnmpass 1 ~1timeter, rate of climb, turn 
indicator, sensitive airspeed), and dual radin nav-comms. 
They also have a very sensitive inclinornetFr, that shows the angle 
of pitch, up or down. The.re ,va.s even a radar. 

They have twc, Continental 210 en9ines, with consta.nt speed 
(and reversible) props in a pusher configuration. The normal 
cruisF· rpm is a "loa.finQn 1500 rpm 1 which gives about 2S mph 
at that time. 

I was totally unprepared for 'she sounrls and sensatinns of airship 
flite. When fu]l power is ?.ppliE?d for takeoff jt's very 
noisy. The ship 1ifts off insta.nt1y and flies along par?.llel 

to the ground until it cks up a few mph and then it r<'lres 
back suddenly in a climb sn steep that you feel like you'll 



fall backward out 
ate in the climb. 
stall it this low 
turn. 

of your seat, yet it's continuing to acceler
About the time I was mentally saying, "Don't 

altitude", we cranked around in a very rapid 

At around 300 ft. we flatten out a bit and power and rpms are 
cut 'way back and we could- converse easily. I noticed two 
rather large, round valves on the forward part of thP main 
gas bag (bottom side) and watched the pilot opening and clo~ing 
them. 

Just aft of the props are large fabric tube-like scoops, that 
funnel air under pressure up into the main envelope. This 
pressurized ~ir helps the dirigible (blimp) keep its shape 
against the prec:;sure of forward motion. There are two "hallonet.s" 
inside the main envelope; one in front and the other in the 
recl.r. The hal lonets contain on1y air and by opening valves 
on the bottom nf the envelope they can move the helium either 
forward or backward, thus making the nose or tail mnre buoyant, 
as requ:ired. Air is also he.:.ivier than helium, so increasing 
the air in a ballonet (pronounced b~l-loon-ay) makes it heavier. 

Standard rudder pedals turn the ship and a larQe wheel at the 
side ot the pj.lot's seat operates the elevators for ?Timary 
pitch contra 1. 

The gondola has a six passenger capacity an<l hangs from a 
catenary curtain at the top of the envelope vi~ suspension 
cables inside the envelope. The only structure in the c~nvelopt> 
are radial battens at the nose, that shape the nose at zero 
speed. 

My big surprise came when the pilot askPd me if I'd care to fly 
it. Would I?!! I got over in his seat and subconsciously 
reached out in front for a stick or wheel, hut the operation 
of the big wheel alongside was very natural, even tho' it too~ 
surprising effort to move it. You don't release it like a trim 
wheel, after the pitch attitude is established. Yon "ho]d it" 
like a stick or wheel. 

He had me cut power and "free bAlloon" for a11rhi Je and it took 
quite a little while to decelerate to zero airspeed. I then 
operated the ballonet valves for trim and it was an eerie feE!l
ing to feel thermals and slight changes of wind direction. 

One of my surprises was how rapidly the ship responded to rudder 
application. At his coaching I pushed in full rudder (about 
3 feet it seemed) and the ship almost turned around in its own 
length. I found it difficult for awhile to precisely steer a 



straight course, as I was overcontrolling the rudder, but it 
came easier after awhile. The pilot assured me it was easy 
to wnrk an ILS approach with it (and stay right on the localizer). 

The approach to landing is done by speeding up a little {for 
control), then pushing the nose down at a very steeo angle 
( 4 i:; 0 ) and then in the flare the props are reversed ~t hiCJh pc,wer 
and then the single main wheel "kisses on" with a slight 
ricochet, while the ground crew drag it down to a stnp by haul
ing on the trailing mooring lines. 

r ~ould have enjoyPd several more hours of blimp flying. 
It w,-:ts really an exciting and deliqhtful experience and acy\in 
I ~m very grateful to the Cutlers. 

You mic::,ht he interesterl to know the blimp weighs 12,320 lbs. 
at gross wt. (9,039 lhs. empty), is 50 ft. wide, 59 ft. high, 
and 19;~ ft. long. Max a 1 ti tude is 8500 ft. The surface ;1rea 
nf the envE:lope is 21,600 sq. ft. (2400 sq. yds.) and wei,;ihs 
3,771 Jhs., with fittings attacherl. It holds a tntill volume 
nf 202,700 cubic ft. of helium (and air). 

I toe~ a few pictures of proceedings and if they rnme out WP 

rrii0,l1t run 'em sometime if anyone's interested. 

W0Jl now, hack tn heavier-than-air flying machines: 

DENNIS 5t,JENSON is inte-rested in the "Quickie" design and if 
there ar(~ some more of you that would like to further explore 
the aspects of possibly building one, he'd like for you to give 
him a ca11. His number is 272-9914. 

I guess a couple of us were thinking of a little twin push-p1111 
design based on the Quickie. DICK .TOIINSON has made some 
drawings of such a design. He's thinking in the t.Prms of a er· up le 
of 2 cycle cheapie engines that wnuld rlevelop about 20 hp. 
»ach. The two 2 cycle engines would weigh less than the sinqlc 
On~n engine used in the Quickie. Such engines can he dual 
ignition (C.D.I.) and the dualization would give an excellent 
reliahility factor 1 as the aircraft could actually climb on 
nnp engine. One engine could ·be shut dmvn frir cruise for m;-"y 

Next month will be "propellor month" in our nev,,sletter. hie 
will reproduce several articles on propellors that r think 

ynu'll finrl very interesting. On0 is an old "Aero Digest!! 
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reprint of an article on the Everel single-blade propeller. 
Another is a reprint of a 1960 article in Sport Aviation by 
FRED WEICK on "Designing and Building your own propellor". 
Still another is a 1968 Sport Aviatirm reprint of "Does it really 
go that fast?", by GEOFFREY ROYSTON, and it details a simple 
formula to closely estimate~ aircraft speed, given the 
engine rpm and prop pitch. 

If you've always wanted your own P-51 now 1 s your chance. 
Hangar mate, "DTJB 11 Eh7ING, is selling his 75% finished P-51 
project, due to financial reasons. It's the S.A.L. 2/3 scale 
model, and it's priced 1/3 below present day raw material costs 
alone. Many of you have seen the fuselage out at our hangar 
and can appreciate the immaculate quality of his workmanship. 
The fuselage, with taiJ assemhly c1.ttached, is complete. It 
has authenic camouflage ltJW II p" int and invasion stripes. 
Registered as 4CE, with serial number on tail. Cock.pit is 
complete with upholstery, conso 1 es, ad iustab le seat bac'k, is 
wired, with lighted full panel, has a Radair 10 wired and mounted. 
Has electrical retractable tail wheel operative, and scale 
VHF' antenna mounted and wired. Hang the zero time 200 hp. 
R::rnger on it and the fuselage is ready to fly. Even a basket 
Cc\Se spare en0ine included. The spar is all ready t() glu0 in 
a jig at Dub's house (the jig alone cost $200) and all the 
plywood, spruce, fibcrglas, paint, and epoxy to complete th~ 
win~,. The main gear was custom built by Stolp and is complete 
and operative, with all componEnts of specially designed hvdrau
Uc system, and includes ne1,v 600 x 6 wheels, brakes, tires, 
r1.nd tubes. The oear has been thoroughly tested nn a dummy 
spar, too. It cost a hundlP by itself. The pric~>. t::u:.1 i~: 1-2K -
not bad for a jewel of an airplane that cnu:d brJn9 2 to 3 tim0s 
that m~ch down the line. Duh's phone number is 620-0849 if 
you're interested in getting up there after those pesky 
zc..,roschmidts. Take a 9ander at its piclloor on our fntQ p.:HJe. 

Tt 's t'1at ti:'1E>. of YE~ar again when we must remind you that 1970 

chapter dues a.re now due, so how ahout sittin0 down right nc2._1::1_ 
and get your check for $6.00 (mad,2 out to El\A Ch:..pter 16B) 
in the mail? We will update our computerized mailing labels 
at tt1E be~;innino of the nE:"N year, so o:.easr~, pleas,:_ a'.::;'.) take 
an ext.ra minute to fill 0ut the little registration f-1rm 
co1nplete1y and le01bly. \vith over 2r>o ch,,pter tnemhPrs on the 
roll~ now, it's quite a chore to label and mai 1 r1.r'.)t1nd 
22.22. newsl,2tters in the coursl~ of a year, so we ask that yDu 

do Y~Jur p?I rt t 7 make the machinery :run smooth 1 y. When n~'rnl)f~t' s 
drc\\J thc.dr feet for a month or so about pay-ing their dL1P~ they 
n;,J, 0

•• "'· 1•7t of extra work for chapter officers .. and besides 
that they miss out on newsletters. 



3o be a good guy and get your check and registration form in 
right now - please? Whether you realize it or not, our chapter 
dues of $6.00 per year are probably the cheapest in the country 
and are a real bargain in these days of inflation. Where else 
can you buy that much fun for a little over a penny a day? 
Wcc' 11 even guarantee you' 11 gr~t your money's worth I nr we 1 11 
refund the pro rate portinn of the year's dues at any t:ime 
(prt)\iided you sign up this month), so how can you l0se? 

I m;:iy embarrass him by telling this, but here's a chapter 
mernb£::r, DORMAN lIINCHLTFi~'E, that thinks so much nf Chapter l6f;, 
its acti.viti.c-:o:s and accomplishments, that he very genEi·umsly 
donated $25.00 to 0ur general fund! We truly appreciate t~e 
donation and the sentiment expresst?d, Dorman. liow can we mi "-'.S 

with enthusiastic members like him? 

I\ow as a clincher that you' 11 finct hard to resist: If yonr dues 
check and properly filled out registration form is in our 
chapte~il box by December 15th you'll be eligible for a 
valuable aircraft flight instrument, to be given away in a 
drawing at our ~January meeting! Now if that doesn't prod you 
into action, I give up. 

OnE· last reqL1est before closing out this epistle: I need 5 
"reportersn to help me out on the newsletter next year, by 
doing personal and telephone interviews of chapter members 
proJects, activities at metroplex airports. If you'd like to 
try your hand at writing, fine, if not you can•just call me and 
give me the scoop and I'll write it up. Give me a call in the 
next week or so if you'd like to give a hand. It's getting 
to be a little much for one man to keep tabs on 250 families and 
their activities, so I'd appreciate some help. 

GORDON GABnERT says there is abso Lite ly no truth to the rumor 
that Gocxlrich had put out a "contract'' on the Goodyear blimp 
and had tried to hire his Fokker DVI1 for it. 

This month's cover featur,~s Taylor-crafts, old and new, so now 
let's tak0 a look at the accounts of chapter members involvr'!d 
with the building and .restoring of the "brainchildren" of a very 
giftPd designer and fine Christian gentleman, C. G. TAYLJm. 
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THE ST<)RY OF THE SWICK "T" 

By Mike Swick, as told to Dick Cavin 

Back in '72 I wac:; working hard to get my ratings and Dad 
(,Jim Swick) and I ran on to this pretty well worn Taylorcraft 
up in Nebraska and the owner wasn't too inclinP.d tn argue with 
our offer, so we flew it h0me. 

After we flew it awhile it became evident that some major air
fram8 and engine work was just around the corner. Since Dad 
and I are pretty enthusiastic about aerobaticc:; it was inevit~s.h1e 
that we got to thinking about making it an aerobatic airplane 
during the rebuild program ahead. 

Dad had recently finished a major project on JIMMIE MARIS' 
Stearman, making it over into a 1st class aerobatic airplane. 
He ha.d put 4 ailerons on it and to move all those big ailerons 
easily he had rigged up servo (booster) tabs, that were auto
matic in opern.tion. They had worked so well that it was only 
natural to try them out on the T craft. They worked Pven bPtter 
on it. 

Once we had the airplane flying wi.th a nPw 0-200 Continental in 
thr? nn,;e we were surprised to find the initial wing cli.pping 
had not changed the stall speed more than l mph, but we had 
upped the cruise and top speed considerably. Takeoff and climb 
performance was definitely improved and everyone who flew the 
airplane was delighted with it. Eve,:-y0ne urged us to get STC' c:: 

{Supplementary Type Certificates) on our modifications and bui.ld 
up more of them. 1.\/p had a Lready done some ser ions talking abnut 
doing this, so it didn't take too much urging for us to deci~e 
on this course. 

We virtually lived with the FAl\ EMDO pe0ple for several months, 
proving out our modifications, and finally the FAA test pilot 
went thru a long and involved flight test program and gave 
it his blessing. Their program was very thorough and included 
man:.,, many spin tests with various combinations of fore and aft 
CG loading. Some of the spins were investigated for recovery 
after 6 turn,;;. 

We received STC 1 s for 85, 90 and 100 hp. versions and nf course 
this meant that the airplane could be operated commercially, 
just like any 0ther factory built airplane. Several FBO's 
had been looking for tail wheel trainers with oood aerobatic -capability, so the orders started coming in. 
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The Swick 1' has showed up much better than a lot of people 
expected in the national and regional aerobatic competitions. I 
got first several times in the Sportman category and LEW SHAW 
also got 1st twice in the same category and 1st in the Inter
mediate twice, also. Bill JUDY has flown it in the Advanced 
category and placed in the middle of the group this past year 
at Fond du Lac. 

Tn the meantime we had gotten STCs to clip even more from the 
wincis ,,,,nd had gotten OKs to insta1 l 150, 160 and 1.80 hp. 
Lycomings. We had clipped off 96 inches from the wing And then 
on Bud's we whacked off another 42" ! This makes the wing rl. 

<ull 11 feet shorter than the original wing. 

The ~irplane has been 6ePfed 
is rated at 7.2 G's positive 
actually pulled these G's in 
distortion of the structure. 

up :in the right placPs and nrw1 
and 4 G's negat. ive and, it has 
flite (and mnre) with no visible 

Servo tabs and counterbalances 
w,~r:e added on the ailerons and also on the rudder and elev;;.tors. 
The control sticks replace the whP.el controls. WP added push 
rods in bnth the elevator and aileron control systems. Where 
cahels are used there are straight runs, no pulleys. We pu1 
ball h0arings in all controls, for friction-free ~nntrol action 
and effortless flying. 

Thr comhinc1tion of all thPst? things has resulted in an a:irplc1ne 
with flite characteristics almost identical with Dad's RueckPr 
with its 290 hp. enginP. Thf~ only difference is thrtt the 
Swick Twill do it all in the "box" whereas tht" Ruecker is too 
f.3st anrl large to stay in the hox in competition. Th£~ airplane 
(.Judy's) will roll hetter than 200° per second, which is better 
than a 2 hole Pitts, anrl the longer wing one still rolls at 
1 H0° per second ! 

WP still retain the 140 mph red line (altho' we've oonP to 160 
with it} and the stall speed has only increased 2 mph, from 
42 tn 44. We cruise it at l3S mph. 

1th~ 1 ve turnPd out 3 airplanes <'\nd 20 kits aff1 6 of those ;u'.'e 
flying, so far. 

T finished my big han9ar out at f\ero Country and moved in on 
Tuly 4th this yec:1r and so T'l1 have room to rlo work at a frlster 

pace. 
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Soon I'll be putting up 30 to 40 T hangars on my land there and 
will rent them out. Theywillbe rugged construction, with truss 
beams made of 2" dia. pipe, electric welded. 

That's about all I can tell you about the Swick T for now, but 
we have plans for further refinement of Mr. Taylor's fine design 
in the future. We'll be making a 2 piece fiberglas cowl for 
more efficient cooling and quicker engine access anrl we➔ are 
also looking at putting a fiherglas gear nn tt. We're alrea<1y 
using a 3/16'' thick windshield instead of the 1/f'" 0nP. originally 
used and this gives more safety at rerl linP operation and is 
quieter, too. 

The whole design is quite a tribute to Mr. C. G. Ta,,1or's design 
savvy, as we've stayed within the original nperatin0·envelope 
that the first RC- l2D mode ls came out with and coMe up with a 
fine little sportplane that measures up to a variety of purposes 
and plf~asec:; the tastes o-f student pilots to competition 
r\erohatic pilots. It does all this fnr quite a lnt smaller 
investment than competitive designs and performance-wise thPre 
ju.::;t isn't any comparison with the T. 

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . 

Thank you, Mike, for yrn-1r descripti(rn and hi.c::;tor:-,, nf the T. 
T' ll he 1ookin9 forward to accepting your ·invitation to come 
out and fly the big engined T. I was highl~, inipr.ess('d ,vith the 
first 000 I flew and we are reprinting the arti.cle I wrote about 
it for Sport Aviation some time back. No douht I'll have a 
strong urge to again take pen in hand after T fly the latest 
version. 

I .first met :'-'!R. TAYLnr? in 1937 whPn I wr\s with Luscombe in West 
Trenton N. J., where their plant was at that time. Mr. Taylor 
had dropped in to show DON LUSC0MBE his new desicm anci all of 
us that got to exami. ne it were most impressed. "\v"hen I mpt 

Mr. Taylor acain at OSfl a couple of years back an~ mentinnerl 
meetin9 him there, he remembered it. He is cast in thQ same 
mold as another finr:: gent1emAn, JCl1 1N T!lC'IR?, c\nd hoth .:\Te mnst 
worthy nf nur rP.spect and esteem. 

The Taylor Bird should have flown off its time by now anri v~ry 
shortly another fine design will be availablP fn:r EAA pPoplP. 

Again I'll have to sincerely say if you want a gnnrl 1itth:. spnrt 
airplane that carries 2 people at a good clip cr<>ss coun1ry, 
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will land slow, and can be rolled, looped, spun, and snapped, 
if you're so inclined, don't overlook the Swick T. Besides 
all that, it's a well proportioned, good looking airplane. 
·Hey, I wonder what we'd have to do to make a folding winn out 
of it? Hm-m-m. 

I shnuld hc1.vc, mentioned that .Jf1'1 SWICK has earned a national 
reputation in the aerobatic wn.r.ld for his inverted nil and 
fuel systems and for his customized rehui ldi ng and modification 
,,f aerobatic airplanes. The Swick T models all h.~ve his 
inverted oil anrl fu0l systems of course. 

"DUB E«ING S.A.L. 2/~ SCALE 
P-51 FUSELAGE 
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WHY A TA YLORCRAFT ? 
By Don Brookshier 

If I am to paint a word picture of "Why A Taylorcraft 11
, I should give you a little 

background. 

I was born in middle-southern Oklahoma when I was stil I very young. My parents 
must have tossed me about a bit at that time because I cannot recall ever not I iking 
airplanes and flying. 

My early I ife in an oil field town was normal and uneventful. I spent much of my spare 
time building airplane models which in itself was a real test of skill. Remember those 
kits with the light blue printing on balsa? And, remember how many times you sliced 
a finger cutting out the parts with a razor blade? 

Bulkheads, formers, stringers, and longerons were all trimmed painstakingly from the 
I ight wood. Airplane glue was white then and never changed to clear. Possibly, if I 
had been a little more enterprising and sniffed the stuff, I could have cut the balsa with 
less stress on my nerves. 

I built many models - the Monocoupe, the Ryan ST, the Gulfhawk and many non
descript types. 

Sometime in the mid-thirties, a pair of barnstormers came to our area. One was flying 
a biplane, the other, 1 believe, was in a Curtis Pusher. I chose the Pusher for my 
first ride. If you can, picture the Curtis Pusher's forward cockpit where you can sit 
and over look nothing, and have complete visibility, you can see where I perched myself 
and how much I enjoyed my first ride. We flew low and slow, through a burning slush
pit (the waste from drilling an oil well>, counted a few cows, and landed in a pasture 
dodging rod lines (rods used for pumping oil wells from a central powerhouse). I was 
ecstatic, I had arrived to flight. 

I found out later my father was responsible for these two coming to our area; I suppose 
to break the monotony of a Sunday afternoon. If I remember correctly, that ride cost 
$ 5. My father says he remembers it costing $1. At either price I wonder where I 
got that kind of money in the mid-thirties. 

WW II found me volunteering for the Army Air Corps to be a Glider Pilot. After seeing 
some training films about troop gliders, I went into the weather service. 

This occupation caused me to make weather flights in the nose of B-24s out of Davis 
Monthan Field in Tuscon. We would take off every morning at 5:30, fly to 14,000 
feet, and take temperature readings every 1,000 feet. This didn't evoke great 
enthusiasm for me. One flight, I remember, after takeoff I asked the pilot through my 
throat mike if I could go forward from the belly of the plane tot.he nose to start my 
readings, feeling that we were totally airborne. He said, "permission denied, we are 
returning to the field with some minor difficulty". We landed and after waiting around 
a bit, I figured my readings would be worthless so I returned to the weather station. 
The plane later tookoff and crashed off the end of the runway, killing all on board. This 
seemed to push me toward I ighter aircraft. 

In late 1943 I joined the Air Corpos Cadets and took my preflight training at Montana 
State in beautiful Missoula, Montana. They gave 10 hours flight training in a J-3 
Cub but soloed no one. With the training any my instructor giving me a sample of 
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coyote hunting, flying fast and low around the mountains near Missoula, I really 
began to enjoy light planes. As luck would have it, I washed out at reclassification 
in Santa Ana, California and returned to the weather service in Phoenix, Arizona. 

I soon found myself in the 43rd Weather Wing of the Far East Air Force, (the 5th 
and 13th AF) which offered me a nice tour of New Guinea and the Phillipines. 

The weather wing had a few light aircraft CAeronca L-3s) and after the outsiders in 
the Phillipines kinda cooled down, I enjoyed flying around Manila and Corregidor 
with one of our pilots. I also enjoyed a little unofficial stick time which further 
enhanced my love for I ight aircraft. 

After the war and while at North Texas State University in Denton, my brother (who 
was a B-24 pilot during the war) and I tried many different ways to kill ourselves in 
a J-3. Loop the loop, flying down and bumping off a country road, and 90 degree 
turns about the old oak tree without the yellow ribbon. Here again, I got in some un
official stick time and my yen for light aircraft kept on growing. We flew a lot with 
Jack Gray at the old airport out North Oak Street in Denton, about 1/2 miles north 
of town. You can still see the crumbled remains of the old hanger. While I remember 
flying into the now Denton Airport just after they poured the first runway, I do not 
re ca 11 Ha rt I ee Fie Id at a 11 • 

From that time (1948) until 2 years ago, raising a family seemed to take 
precedent over flying. Oh, I did think about buying a tri-pacer for $3,800 
when they first came out. 

Two years ago my son found an Aeronca Chief in a barn about six blocks from home. 
The price was right ($900), it was in fair shape, but it wasn't just exactly what I 
wanted. I had no place to work on it any way so I let John Yates have it as a mate 
for his Teenie Two. John, a friend of mine for some 25 years, really restimulated 
my interest in airplanes. 

One day, Billy Gee a short-staturd friend of mine stopped by the office and I asked 
him how he was coming with the EAA Biplane he had mentioned building some years 
before. He said he hadn't really started that because he had another airplane. I 
asked what it was and when he told me it was a Taylorcraft, I exclaimed, 11 sel I me 
that thing!" While he refused to sell it to me, he did say I could fly it anytime I 
wanted. 

In June 1976, Billy flew the plane to Air Park from Shiloh solely for my benefit. 
Jim Evans of the Tl flying club gave me 10 hours of flying instruction, simply 
because of his love of flying and to be able to fly the Taylorcraft. 

Tl later transferred Billy Gee to Lubbock. Guess he must of had some misgivings 
about flying in the West Texas wind and dust because he sold me the plane. At 
last, I became the proud owner/operator/pilot of my very own Taylorcraft. Right 
now it is being completely refurbished. But soon you will be able to see this proud 
old man and his proud machine al I over North Texas and parts of Oklahoma. 
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1946 TAYLORCRAFT BC12-D 

Bro P OTOS 



Existing 
engine CG 

location 

CORRECTING A NOSE-HEAVY CONDITION 
DATUM 

Chord 25% , ______ _ 
385'' ------- 12" s· 

ta0cv: + 20 5" 

lJL_ 4 
CORRECTED 

Existing 
A/C CG 
location 

Desired 
A/C CG 

1 location 

276 lbs. Engine CG 
location 

995 lbs.- A/C 
empty weight Engine weight 

STEP # 1-Solve for ADVERSE MOMENT: 
Distance between 

A/C existing & desired 
empty weight x A/C CG's 

995#. X 5" 

STEP #2--Compute distance engine is to be MOVED BACK: 

ADVERSE 
MOMENT 
-4975"#-

ADVERSE Engine Distance to move 
MOMENT I weight engine back. 
--4975":/f I - 276# --- 18" 

PROOF: 
A/C empty weight: 995# 

-276# 
276# 

X 12" 
Engine removed: 
Engine replaced: 

X --38.5" 
X -20.5" 

New A/C CG location: 16,908"#/995# = 17.0" (OK) 

CORRECTING A TAIL-HEAVY CONDITION 

DATUM 

t ~;,de _...,..,_ __ 26,, ---- 14.6" 
18.56" 

Desired 
Existing A/ C CG 

engine CG location 
CORRECTED location 

25% 

11,940"# 
10,626"# 

- 5,658"# 

16,908"# 

engine CG 
location 158 lbs. 

(Engine weight) 
682 lbs. - A/C 

empty weight 

STEP # 1-Solve for the ADVERSE MOMENT: 
Distance between 

A/C existing & desired ADVERSE 
empty weight x A/C CG's MOMENT 
--- 682# - X - - -- 4.3" 2933"# 

STEP #2--Compute distance engine is to be MOVED FORWARD: 
ADVF..RSE Engine Distance to move 
MOMENT I weight engine forward 

2933" # / 158# - = 18.56" 
PROOF: 

A/C empty weight: 
Engine removed: 
Engine replaced: 

682# 
-158# 

158# 

New A/C CG location: 9,957"#/682# 

X 18.9" 
X -26.0" 
X -44.56" 

14.6" (OK) 

12,890"# 
4,108"# 

- 7,041"# 

9,957"# 
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Practical 

Aircraft 

Balance ... 

Simplifi~d 

By Noel J. Becar, EAA 725 
San _Francisco - East Bay Chapter 20 

A REPRINT FROM 
DECEXBER 1964 
SPORT AVIATION 

Exc••~,_in· wcii.d1t I fi~. 2 l rPduces tht> flyinir ability 
of an airplanr in almost rn'ry n•,-prct. Thr mo,-t 
important performancr d<'ficicncics of tllf' O\Tr

Wl'iirht airpbnP are: 

Hi~hn takeoff speecl. 

Lon!!er takrofT nm. 

HedncP.I ralt' and anl!IP of climh. 
Lown maximum altitudr. 

Shortn rangr. 

Hc•ducrd crui~ing ~pcrd. 

Hcduc-1-d man.,nvt'rahilitv. 

lli;:dwr ~tailing ~prc>d. 

f,f ighrr lan<ling ~1H·1·d. 
Longer landin!! roll. 

Charles Penry 

~--~·, 
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INFORMATION IS plentiful regard
ing aircraft weight and balance, 

but most of the printed material 
deals with certificated aircraft. Neces
sary changes are made by ballasting 
or the shifting of items which are 
readily moved such as batteries, ra
dios, etc., and no relocating of fixed 
components, such as engines, are con
sidered. The homebuilder, however, 
is more concerned with the latter 
operation in order to correct for vari
ations in the actual weight of parts 
as compared to their estimated 
weight before construction. 

It has always been difficult to find 
information concerning the replace
ment of an engine with a heavier 
one, as far as the balance problem 
is concerned. Also, the correcting of 
a nose-heavy or tail-heavy condition 
by shifting the engine location. This 

article is an attempt to solve some 
typical problems of this kind and, at 
the same time, to keep the computa
tions on a level where anyone who 
can do simple multiplication and di
vision will be able to obtain the an
swers in a few minutes. The methods 
used are accurate, but are completely 
divorced from the usual routine meth
ods employed, as we have resorted 
to an "adverse moment" principle 
throughout, in order to simplify com
putations. 

In applying these examples, do not 
forget that more than the simple 
weight of the engine is involved. The 
Center of Gravity of the engine cowl
ing usually moves forward or back
ward about the same amount as the 
engine Center of Gravity, so the "En
gine Weight" figure should include 
the addition or removal of cowling 

RELOCATING A HEAVIER ENGINE 

Replacement of a 158 lb. engine 
by one weighing 276 lbs. includ
ing weight changes of cowling, 
engine oil and propeller 

DATUM 

Chord 

290" ---..... 11----160" 

Existing 
engine CG 

location 

~~Ie~ 16.6" 
12.4" 

CORRECTED 
engine CG 

location 

Existing 
A/C CG 

location 

158 lbs. 276 lbs. 682 lbs._.. A/ C 

(Engine weight) 'f empty weight. 
800 lbs. _.(with new 

engine). 

STEP # !-Compute difference in engine weights: 
New engine: 276# - 158# : existing engine = 118# 

STEP #2-----Solve for ADVERSE MOMENT: 
Difference in Engine CG ADVERSE 
engine weight x to DATUM. MOMENT 

118# X -29.0" -- -3422" # 

STEP #3-Compute distance engine is to be MOVED BACK: 
ADVERSE New engine Distance to move 
MOMENT I weight engine back. 
=3422''.ff__ I 27~# -.. -12.4" - . 

PROOF: 
Orig. A/C empty weight: 
Added, moment due to 

heavier engine: 
Engine removed: 
Engine replaced: 

682# 

118# 
-158# 

276# 

X 16.0" 

X 16.0" 
X -29.0" 
X -16.6" 

A/C CG location: 12,800" # /800# = 16.0" (OK) 
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10,912"# 

1,888"# 
4,582"# 

-4,582"# 

12,800"# 

weight. If the engine is "wet sump," 
then the oil it normally contains 
should be added to the dry engine 
weight. As the propeller is attached 
to the engine hub, its weight shift 
must be considered and added to the 
"engine weight." In the subsequent 
problems, the foregoing factors have 
been considered and the "engine 
weight," as given, assumes a value 
and a Center of Gravity location mod
ified by these factors. 

In regard to signs in the following 
examples, any item removed is pre
fixed by the negative, (-) sign, 
whereas any item added or replaced 
is considered as carrying the posi
tive, ( +) sign. All distances shown 
forward of the DATUM are consid
ered negative, (-) whereas all dis
tances aft of the DATUM are posi
tive, ( + ). The positive sign is not 
written as any values without a sign 
are considered positive. 

The DATUM, in practice, can be a 
line with a plumb-bob hung over the 
leading edge of the wing, adjacent 
to the fuselage, so that measure
ments can be laid out and transferred 
from the floor. If the wing is tapered, 
the location of the mean aerody
namic chord, (MAC) must be consid
ered in relation to the actual wing 
section at the point where the plumb
bob is hung in any measurements 
made to a percent of chord location. 
The same comment applies, of course, 
to biplanes where the MAC must be 
established for a DATUM point. 

Fon,ard r.;:. critical on br:d11,g. 
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Jim Swick's aerobatic T-Craft. 

By Dick Cavin (EAA 2904) 
10529 Somerton Dr. 
Dallas, Texas 75229 

THE METEORIC RESURGENCE of interest in 
sport flying and aerobatics the past few years hasn't 
gone unnoticed by the country's lightplane manufac
turers. Several have made token, conservative efforts 
to capture a share of this new market. 
_ \lo t of these technically aerobatic airplanes were 

simply beefed up versions of their regular trainers and 
- ity craft, capped off with sassy checkerboard and 

- nb rst paint schemes, designed to lend a dash of 
~ .• e to their usual stereotyped look. 

mittedly, the cold economics of the situation 
_ h superficial face lifting. To design, test, and 

a completely new. one-purpose airplane would 
· ~'1dreds of thousands of dollars. This ex

oe PaE"ed on to buyers by a considerably 
"-Too-amble that heavily on a relatively 
o .. s mar,;:et would take some super 
= :- e -eyed Board of Directors 
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The only truly new aerobatic sportster to come along 
in recent times carries a price tag in the $30,000 rangL 
which rather definitely rules out a large percentage of 
the total market. 

There is a bright ray of sunshine in the gloom ho\\
ever. A veteran airline captain, a well known aerobat r 
pilot himself, who has designed and built several fine 
aerobatic sport types, has come up with a relatively lo\\ 
cost answer to the need for a fine looking airplane tha 
wears several hats. 

Jim Swick has lived and breathed aerobatics fl r 
many years. Over the years he has acquired a kee~ 
understanding of what it takes to make a top f1i 
competition ae_robatic airplane. The proper blend 
of power loading, aerodynamic cleanness, span loadm" 
control surface power, etc. are sharply defined in 
thinking and reflected in his latest creation. 

He also feels the esthetic side to be a sign. 
factor. We have all seen clipped wing vers:o ~ 
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and Taylorcrafts and most of them acquire an out of 
proportion, grotesque look in the process. Not the Swick 
T, tho! It fairly sparkles with Pzazz. 

It's gleaming all white paint is strikingly contrasted 
with an eye catching logo on the fuselage in the form 
of a blazing orange Conquistador's lance and plumed 
helmet. The vertical tail is highlighted with a single large 
letter S in flowing script in the same exciting color 
combination. A saucy 9" spinner on the nose completes 
the most un-Taylorcraft illusion. New fiber-glass wing 
tips and midget racer style wheel pants, encasing low 
profile 600 x 6 tires, help the eye to see a beautiful, 
well proportioned airplane that has a rugged, hairy
chested look. 

Beautiful is as beautiful does and I wasn't disappoint
ed. It pops off the ground into an excellent rate of climb. 
In level flight firewalling it showed the 100 horse 
Continental and intermediate prop would kick it along 
at 133 mph indicated. At 2450 rpm it clicked along at 
110 mph in effortless cruise. 

Surprisingly, clipping the wings hasn't affected the 
docility or stability of the standard T-Craft. Stalls are 
gentle and warning buffet is more than adequate. It 
breaks at 40-45 mph and full power fly-outs with nearly 
zero altitude loss are easy. 

I might mention that the airspeed readings are very 
close to actual, as it had been closely calibrated by the 
FAA for the STC tests just completed. 

I was delighted with the beautiful, crisp spin charac
teristics of the Swick T. Apparently the change in span 
has greatly changed all the related factors in the com
plicated auto-rotation process, including the all 
important wing tip vortex. Spin entries, with and with
out power, are brisk and the spin radius is now tighter. 
The nose stays well down and the rate of rotation is 
naturally more rapid. Recovery is nearly instantaneous 
with neutral elevator and a quick touch of opposite 
rudder. The Swick T should make an excellent spin 
trainer, as all the classic accidental spin entries can be 
beautifully demonstrated to sharpen the techniques and 
reflexes of the unwary neophyte. 

Naturally, ease of spin entry from accelerated stalls 
in turns, etc., is a measure of an airplane's performance 
in snap maneuvers and Swick's T seems to have the right 
combination of elevator and rudder power vs the span/ 
chord relationship. As snaps are really horizontal spins, 
all that is pertinent to spins also applies to them. Most 
modern day airplanes degrade the elevator power by 
restricting its travel, thus making it more difficult to 
pry it into - stall or spin. At the same time this wipes 
out the ability to effectively demonstrate the stall and 
spin. 

While the accidental stall and spin remain as the 
number one cause of fatalities, a puzzling paradox 
arises in that the great majority of pilots today haven't 
ever spun an airplane! It seems likely that spin practice 
will probably be required of the novice pilot again in 
the future. 

All aerobatics are simply combinations of basic 
maneuvers, i.e. the roll, the loop, the spin and the turn. 
Basically an airplane's ability to perform these well 
relates to its low wing and power loading, low drag, 
control power, and compactness. The Swick T rates good 
to excellent in these categories. 

An example is the roll rate and the little T really 
shines here. The reduced span (27' 6") is part of it, 
true, but most of the credit is due to the automatic servo 
tabs on each aileron, making them very light and most 
effective. It will perform all maneuvers well with entry 
at normal cruise of 115 mph. The roll rate is about 180° 
per second, doing a tight little barrel roll at the count 
of "one and two and". · 

The elevator has also been given a combination servo 
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and trim tab. As the rudder power was already more 
than adequate it remains unmodified. 

. The Swick T control system is all new. Gone is 
the clums·y wheel control. In its place is a unique center 
stick arrangement. This permits the option of snap-in 
dual sticks for training or the single center stick for solo 
flight. For solo flight the pilot sits in the center of the 
cabin, straddling the center stick and using only one of 
the rudder and brake pedals on each side. This permits 
a student to learn maneuvers in both a side by side and 
center line configuration. 

In addition to servo tabs, bearings and push rods in 
the elevator and aileron controls reduce control effort 
to a minimum. Since pulleys and cables are eliminated 
there is no slack or delayed response in the systems. 
Gone, too, is a potential wear and hazard item requiring 
constant inspection and maintenance. I personally 
found control pressure and movements very well 
balanced in all maneuvers. 

Swick has acquired a nationwide reputation for the 
outstanding inverted fuel and oil systems that he has 
devised and fabricated for many other aerobatic air
planes. His T also incorporates both of these features 
so that inverted flight for sustained periods is no different 
from any other position as far as engine reliability and 
performance is concerned. 

He has another innovation on the T that does away 
with the need for expensive pressure carburetors or 
engine driven fuel pumps. It is the Lake injector car
buretor,. a ridiculously simple device borrowed from the 
snowmobile and racing motorcycle people. It is cheap, 
small, light, trouble free, and as simple as the carb 
of a model airplane engine. Basically it is a sliding 
valve that modulates the size of the air inlet. It doesn't 
require ram air and for all practical purposes is ice 
free. Being floatless it cares not whether it is right side 
up or not. An STC has also been applied for for this 
installation. 

The basic 23012 airfoil has been retained with ribs 
more closely spaced. This airfoil has very good inverted 
performance, as thousands of performances by Duane 
Cole's T-Craft will attest. Fittings, drag wires, leading 
edge, and struts, have been beefed up, as well as seats 
and belt attach fittings. Some beef up has also been 
done on the stabilizer. 

A new and more efficient exhaust system has been 
installed, complete with floating slip joints that allow 
greater stresses of aerobatics without destructive crack
ing. All four pipes are tied together at the bottom of 
the firewall, exiting exhaust air in a flush ramp nearly 
parallel to the slipstream, thus adding a bit of speed. 

Several top flight competition aerobatic pilots have 
put the T through its paces and all agree that it can fly 
the "box" well enough to be a contender. In its first test 
last year in the Nationals Lew Shaw came up with 2nd 
place in the Intermediate category after only 4 previous 
flights in the T! 

Several STCs have been approved by the FAA 
covering Continental C-85F, C-90F, and 0-200 engines. 
Various options and sub kits are offered, depending 
on the buyer's requirements at the moment. These 
range in price from $375 upward. 

In summation, here is an inflation busting, low cost 
answer for a fine little two place airplane that can do 
multiple duty as a primary, aerobatic, or tailwheel 
trainer, relating to high performance types. It also 
makes a great little sport airplane of exceptional ap
peal and performance. It's my guess that it will be 
popular with the discriminating pilots that aspire to 
be something other than an airplane driver. It's also 
probable that alert FBOs will include a Swick T to 
thtoir stable of trainers for reasons of low cost and 
versatility. 
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AIRPLANE AIRWORTBINffiS 
D. Determination of Point of Application of the Resultant Air Loads on a Wing 

1. A general method is outlined in Army-Navy-Civil Publication ANC-1 (3) 1
, "Determination 

of the Points of Application of the Resultant Airloads on a Wing", for determining the mean 
effective value of the normal force coefficient, the average moment coefficient, location of the mean 
aerodynamic center and value of the mean aerodynamic chord. These factors a.re needed in order 
to determine the balancing loads for various flight conditions. 

2. A simplified version of the method presented in ANC-1 (3) is presented by Table IV and 
is applicable to those cases where the span distribution outlined in Al is employed. In order that 
the procedure may be entirely clear, the following instructions are presented: 

a. In general, the summation of all forces acting upon a wing can be expressed as a single 
resultant force acting at a certain point and a couple, or moment of air forces, about this point. 
If the point is so chosen that, at constant dynamic pressure, the moment of the air forces does not 
appreciably change with a change in the angle of attack of the airfoil, the point can be considered 
as the mean aerodynamic center of the wing. The resultant force can be resolved into the normal 
and chord components and represented by the average coefficients ON and Ge, while the moment 
may be represented by the average moment coefficient, OM, multiplied by a distance which can be 
considered to be the mean aerodynamic chord. The values of the above quantities and the loca
tion of the mean aerodynamic center will depend on the plan form of the wing and the type of span 
distribution curve used. 

b. The choice of a reference axis 
system is an arbitrary matter; any rec
tangular system of coordinates will be · 
satisfactory. However, for the present 
case, it has been found convenient to 
choose a set of rectangular axes fixed in 
the airplane. The lon_gitudinal or X
axis may be taken parallel to the line of 
thrust, parallel to the wing chord, per
pendicular to the projection of the plane 
of the wing beams on the plane of sym
metry, or any similar line in the plane of 
symmetry. The normal or Z-axis lies in 
the plane of symmetry perpendicular to 
the X-axis. The lateral or Y-axis is per-
pendicular to the plane of symmetry. ,-

+z 

The origin may be taken at any point in Figure 15.-Conventjon of axes, forces and moments. 
the plane of symmetry, preferably not 
too far from the wing. The resultant single force can then be expressed by its components in the 
XZ plane and the moment as a couple about the Y- a.xis. Forces which act up, aft, and towar_d 
the left wing tip are considered positive. Positive moments act counter-clockwise about their 
respective axes when viewed from the origin. (See figure 15.) 

c. An explanation and clarification of the procedure to be followed in filling out Table IV 
is as follows: · 

(1) The semi-wing should be divided into a convenient number of strips with a rrnm-
ber or letter assigned to each and listed in column 1. • 

(2) The distance from the plane of symmetry to the centroid of the area of each strip 
is listed in column 2. 

(3) Column 3 contains the width of the strip. 
(4) The mean chord of each strip is listed in column 4. 
(5) The area of each strip is found in column 5 by multiplying column 3 by column 4. 

The sum of this column should equal half the wing area as indicated below the table. 
This is a check on the correctness of the strip areas and nothing more should be done until 
good agreement is obtained. 

(6) The data for column 6 is taken from the assumed span distribution curve, figure 
14. The factor Rb represents the ratio of the actual CN at any point to the value of CNo 
at the root of the wing. 

(7) Column 7 contains the product of column 5 and 6. The sum of this column 
when divided by the sum of column 5 will give the value Kb, which is the ratio of the mean 
effective ON to the value of l~0 (at the root). 
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TABLE IV.-Determination of Point of Application of Resultant Airloads on a Wing 
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(8) Column 8 contains the product of columns 2 and 7. Thr, sum of this column 
when divided by the sum of column 7 gives the lateral coordinate of the centroid of the 
semi-wing as indicated below the table. 

(9) In column 9 is listed the distance of each section !!,erodynamic center aft of the 
YZ plane. 

(10) dolumn 10 contains the product of column 7 and 9. The sum of this column 
when divided by the sum of column 7 gives the X-coordinate of the centroid as indicated 
below the table. 

(11) In column 11 is listed the distance of each section aerodynamic center above 
the XY plane. 

(12) Column 12 contains the product of columns 7 and 11. The sum of this column 
when divided by the sum of column 7 gives the Z-coordinate of the centroid as indicated 
below the table. 

(13) Column 13 contains the product of columns 4 and 5. The sum of this column, 
when divided by the sum of column 5, gives the length of the mean aProdynamic chord. 
If a location is wanted for the mean aerodynamic chord, it should be drawn on the wing 
so that its aerodynamic center coincides with the centroid of lift determined by means of 
the preceding columns. 

(14) Column 14 is a list of the section moment coefficients. 
(15) Column 15 contains the product of columns 13 and 14. For wings that have 

no twist, the sum of this column when divided by column 13 gives the average moment 
coefficient for the wing. 

3. !n the case of twisted wings a diff(]rent span distribution exists for each angle of attack. 
The location of the resultant forces can, however, be determined as in 2 above for any known span 
d istri but.ion. 

E. Resultant Forces on Biplanes 
1. The mean aerodynamic center location and the value of the mean aerodynamic chord for 

each wing panel can be found as outlined above. When wing flaps or other auxiliary high lift 
devices.arc us_ed the m~11:n effective moment coefficient for each wing panel should also be obtained. 
For a given flight cond1t1on, the values of ON for each wing can be determined from Table IV. The 
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location of the mean aerodynamic center of the biplane and the determination of the resultant 
forces and moments can be accomplished as follows, referring to figure 16: 

a. The mean aerodynamic center of the biplane cellule lies on a strai~ht line connecting the 
mean aerodynamic centers of the two wing panels. The location on the line is determined from 
equation (a), figure 16. 

b. Assuming that the mean effective moment coefficient is the same for each wing panel, 
the value of the mean aerodynamic chord for the biplane is determined from equation (b), figure 16. 

c. If the mean effective moment coefficients for the two wing panels are different in value, 
the effective moment coefficient for the biplane can be determined from equation (c), figure 16. 

2. The mean aerodynamic center of a biplane, as determined above, is based on the relative 
values of the normal forces acting on each win~. When the average normal force coefficient for 
the entire biplane is near zero, the relative loadmg on the wings varies over a wide range and the 
mean aerodynamic center, if determined as outlined above, would in some cases lie entirely outside 
of the wing cellule. For the same conditions, however, the chord force coefficients for the wings 
would be nearly equal, so that the resultant chord force would not act at the same point as the 
resultant normal force. As the location of the mean aerodynamic center is of interest mainly 
in balancing and stability computations,. the following approximations and assumptions are 
permissible: 

a. A single location may be assumed for the mean aerodynamic center for all the balancing 
conditions. 

b. When the investigation of two different span distributions is required, the more nearly 
constant span distribution may be used in determining the mean aerodynamic center and MAC. 

c. The computations may be made for an avera~e value of ON=0.5, unless the biplane has 
an unusual amount of stagger or decalage, or is otherwISe unconventional. 

d. When the use of a single location for the aerodynamic center is not sufficiently accur:!d 
the computation of the mean aerodyn1W1ic center for the entire biplane should be omitted 
in balancing the airplane each wing should be treated as a separate unit. 

(a.) 

(c) 

MA.Cr. (MA<';)~Su.-½ (MA.cl SL
S1L. + S1-

c"" = cM .... slL,<MACJIA, ... c""'- SJi.1AC)L. 
_. Su(,,v.c)u..+ S1-(MAc)L 

Figure 16.-Resultant forces on a biplane. 
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